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weather
Sunny. High in the upper 60s, low in the upper 40s. 20 percent
chance of rain.

Bowling Green State University

June 2, 1982

Exigency plan to
go to subcommittee

British move
toward key
engagement

by Jean Dlmeo
senior staff reporter

The proposed financial exigency plan will be sent to a
subcommittee for revision, Dr. Richard Ward, chair of
the Faculty Senate, said yesterday at the Senate meet-

by the Associated Press

British commandos captured
Mount Kent and another key ridge
overlooking Stanley yesterday, putting them within nine miles of Argentine troops and the decisive battle for
the Falkland Islands, British press
reports said.
Argentina had no immediate comment, but said its bombers blasted
Mount Kent after detecting British
commandos in the area backed by
helicopter gunships and artillery.
Press Association, Britain's domestic news agency, reported the
capture of Mount Kent and said British troops were battling for control of
other ridges overlooking Stanley, the
Falkland), capital.
Press Association's correspondents, who are regularly briefed at
the Defense Ministry in London, said
fewer than 10 British soldiers were
wounded and none killed in the fighting for 1,535-foot Mount Kent, 12 miles
west of Stanley. Some Argentines
were reported killed.

The re-drafting subcommittee, chaired by Betty Van
Der Smissen, director of the school of Health, Physical,
Education and Recreation, will present its report to the
Senate in November, Ward said.
The financial exigency plan drafted by the Faculty
Executive Committee deals with the elimination of
faculty during financial crises.
Dr. Ronald Stoner, professor of physics and astromony, said the meeting was open to comments about the
document so that a plan could be drafted to pass the
Senate.
The plan is being revised because of considerable
debate Dy the Senate members at the May 18 meeting,
and by faculty members at a general faculty meeting
held last week.
Ward emphasized to the Senate the original plan was
intended to include all faculty, teaching and non-teaching. The plan would call for equal treatment of faculty
under financial exigency.
TWO ISSUES were discussed: the appropriate method
for terminating faculty and whether probationary faculty should have the same protection as tenured faculty
under the plan.
Two methods of elimination were proposed by the
Executive Committee:
1. University-wide methods - A. The elimination of
programs and eliminating faculty associated with those
programs. B. The elimination of individual faculty by
seniority, merit or a combination of criteria.
2. Unit-based method - departments and other tenuring
units are told to eliminate a certain number of positions.
Dr. Robert Guion, professor of psychology, said tenure
is the right of the student and not awarded to faculty so
they have an easy job until retirement.
"I don't want to see students deprived on faculty by
seeing a lousy prot stay on," he said.
Graduate Representative Karen Aldred suggested the
Senate consider cutting teaching and non-teaching units
also during times of financial exigency to ensure the
quality of the programs offered.

BRITAIN'S Independent Radio
News said that British marines and
paratroopers "almost certainly"
have won control of Two Sisters, a 362foot ridge three miles closer to Stanley.
That would put part of the estimated 4,000-man British force, reErtedly backed by 3,500 infantrymen
ided from the liner Queen Elizabeth
2, within nine miles of the defense
perimeter established by some 7,000
Argentine troops.
The British Defense Ministry said a
Sea Harrier fighter shot down an
Argentine C-130 Hercules transport 50
miles north of the Falklands as it
apparently attempted to ferry supplies to the beleaguered Argentine
garrison at Stanley.
It said Argentine planes tried to
airlift supplies to Stanley over the
weekend, but turned back when they
were intercepted by fighters from the
British armada's carriers.
Press Association quoted British
government sources as saying the
commander of the British task Force,
Rear Adm. John Woodward, has been
given full authority to decide whether
to give the Argentines a chance to
surrender before launching a fullscale assault on Stanley.

DR. WALLACE Terwilliger, associate professsor of
mathematics and statistics.proposed an alternate plan
combining parts A ana B of the University-wide method.
A majority of Senate members favored the proposal by
straw vote.
Dr. Carl Schurr, professor of biological sciences who
favored part A. said he did not think the plan could be
utilized. "It would still create a blood bath," he said,
adding it was the worst of the plans proposed.
Dr. Nancy Wygant, career psychologist, said the
Senate was overlooking the quality of education and
services.' the University."What is the mission of the
University if we keep financial exigency just for
the faculty. " she said.
Dr. Stuart Givens, professor of history, said the "bottom line is the payroll," adding the University has to be
concerned with meeting it.
"Hopefully, you end up with quality education decisions, he said, referring to what must be eliminated
during financial exigency.

BG News pholoDean Koepfler
THE SOURCES SAID the British
did not want to subject Argentina to a
Denise Groan, a sophomore education major, spends Ihs Isst law minutes ol free time before her
humiliating defeat because Britain
Speech 102 class studying in Hayes Hall.
was concerned about increasing political instability in Latin America.
Two British forces had been advancing on Stanley - marines and
Saratroopers moving eastward by
elicopter from the San Carlos beachhead, and another paratroop force
coming around from the south - after This is the first in a two-part series lence.
one of the most under-reported
are a few basic rules. "Residents
capturing Darwin and the Goose concerning domestic violence and the
"The goal of the shelter is to pro- crimes in the U.S. today.
share in the responsibility and upkeep
Green airstrip Friday.
Domestic Violence Shelter of Seneca vide emergency and temporary shelThe exact location of the shelter is of the house," she said. "Also, while
County.
ter to victims of domestic violence," kept secret, so victims can feel safe they are staying here, they are rePahl said. "Also, we assist family from their abuser. It is an old, se- quired to go to domestic violence
by Carolyn Thomson
members through counseling to re- cluded building, furnished with sec- counseling sessions. We try to get the
copy editor
solve domestic conflicts non-vio- ond-hand, but comfortable, furniture. husbands in for counseling also, but
lently, and give an awareness of pain
"We get a lot of donations from it's not always possible.
Until recently, domestic violence and suffering."
volunteers," Pahl said. "Clothes, fur"There is a minimum $6 a day fee
has been considered a private matter.
niture, and time. We have a volunteer for food for adults, and $2 for chilIt has been met with a lot of misunderDOMESTIC VIOLENCE is best de- staff, except for myself, and the place dren,"
she said. "We work the fee on a
standing and the general attitude of scribed as slapping, punching, kick- couldn't run without them."
C1SG members anxiously await
sliding scale, though. Some victims
"It's
none
of
my
business."
ing,
stabbing,
shooting
at
or
Dr. Paul Olscamp's approval of
can contribute more, and some
But domestic violence is a crime Ehysically assaulting a member of the
THE SHELTER is funded through can't."
the new student government conpunishable
by
a
fine
and/or
imprisonousehold,
according
to
Karen
marriage license fees, which covers
stitution. Details, page 5.
added that physical discipline
ment, and people are getting involved Lengel, public relations representa- about 40 percent of the operating of Pahl
the victims' children is not allowed,
to help stop it.
tive for the shelter.
costs. Pahl said the rest of the money and "voice control is stressed."
The Domestic Violence Shelter of
Also, she said, abuse can take the comes from private donations and
Seneca County, directed by Elizabeth forms of fear of abuse, verbal abuse, foundations.
"THE RULES are for the safety of
Pahl, opened in January 1981 to deal emotional abuse or neglect, or sexual
Pahl said the shelter is flexible to the victims," she said. "When the
A California man attending his
with the problem of domestic vio- abuse. She added that wife abuse is individual victim's needs, but there women first come here, they're

Silent study

see FACULTY page 3

Shelter provides relief for domestic violence victims

Losing patience

Dead or alive?

class reunion was surprised to see
his name on a plaque honoring
war dead. Details, page 4.

Car talk
CLEVELAND (AP) - Four
men who allegedly robbed $1,000 worth of auto parts might
have gotten away with it, but their
loud arguing while dividing the
loot brought police to the door.
Cleveland Patrolmen Joseph
Morrish and Laura Sandman were
sent to a house on the city's east
side Monday after a neighbor
called to report a loud argument.
Upon arrival, the officers
said they heard the men arguing
about auto parts and paints which
filled six boxes in two nearby
cars.
Police said Morrish noticed
that each box was stamped "Reliable Parts Inc." and he recalled
hearing a police radio broadcast
about a break-in there.
Morrish contacted the patrolmen assigned to the case and
learned the items in the boxes
matched those stolen from Reliable Paint & Auto Supply Co.

Insurance industry responsible for
non-approval of ERA, say supporters
WASHINGTON (AP) - With 30
days left in the drive for ratification, proponents of the Equal
Rights Amendment singled out the
insurance industry Tuesday as a
"silent lobby" that has blocked
ERA's approval.
If ERA dies on June 30, women's
groups will go directly after businesses that benefit from sex discrimination. Eleanor Smeal,
president of the National Organization for Women, told a news conference.
"If we have to take them on case
by case, court by court, state by
state, we'll do that," she said.
She said the insurance industry
opposes ERA because it profits
from discriminatory rate structures.
In response, T. Lawrence Jones,
president of the American Insurance Association, said he knows of

no insurance industry lobbying
against ERA. He also said automobile rate systems "generally
tend to favor the female driver,
resulting in lower rates for
women.

nois, Florida and North Carolina,
the three states it believes most
likely to ratify.
But in each of those states, the
amendment faces long odds, and
most observers believe it will fail.

THE AMENDMENT, which
would prohibit sexual discrimination, has been approved by 35 state
legislatures, most recently in 1977.
To become part of the Constitution,
three more states must approve
ERA by the June 30 deadine fixed
by Congress.

IN ADDITION, five state legislatures have voted to rescind their
approval, and the Supreme Court
will have to rule on whether those
recissions were constitutional.
Smeal said it is no coincidence
that the insurance industry is a
major factor in the economies of
Illinois and Florida or that the
North Carolina textile industry
benefits from low wages paid
women.

Smeal has declined to say
whether she thinks the campaign
can succeed, usually deflecting
questions with such comments as,
"I've always said it was an uphill
battle."
NOW and other groups are conducting an intense campaign to win
approval in the legislatures of Dli-

In an advertisement running in
major newspapers, NOW said insurance companies "overcharge
women on premiums and shortchange them on benefits."

scared - they feel like it's a prison or
an institution. But after a day or two
they realize it's not."
Pahl said when the women first
come, they are almost paranoid about
their safety - the reason for keeping
the location of the shelter secret. "We
try to give them some calmness and
peace and quiet," she said."We have
a great respect for privacy here. We
make sure the women have time to
themselves, even away from their
kids, to sort things out.
She said there is a routine established in the house, to get the women
into a schedule. They get up at eight
or nine o'clock, eat breakfast, do
necessary chores in the house, have
lunch, and spend the afternoon in
counseling or talk sessions. She said

see SHELTER page 3

Reagan prepares for trip
WASHINGTON (AP) - A "superbly
prepared" President Reagan embarks Wednesday on his first major
overseas trip, ready to tell anxious
European allies that U.S. interest
rates "will be down quite a bit" by the
end of the year.
The 10-day tour includes stops in
France, Italy, Britain and Germany.
Treasury Secretary Donald Regan
said Reagan's first major stop - a
weekend economic summit conference of the world's major industrial
democracies - should not be seen as a
cure-all for global economic problems.
"In 24 days you're not going to be
able to reconstruct the world," Regan
told reporters during a break in the
president's day-long meetings in preparation for the economic summit in
Versailles and a rare North Atlantic
Treaty Organization summit, In
Bonn.
SECRETARY OF STATE Alexan-

der Haig Jr. admitted administration
officials anticipate demonstrations in
Europe to protest Reagan's efforts to
build up U.S. defenses.
But Haig suggested that recent
strategic arms reduction proposals
made by Reagan and his stated intention to abide by the unratified SALT II
treaty as long as the Soviet Union
does likewise has relieved concern
among European leaders.
Reagan flies to Paris Wednesday
morning, and will spend Thursday
and Friday morning there before
going to Versailles, the royal resort
outside Paris, for the weekend meeting.
Monday, he flies to Rome, for meetings with Italian leaders and Pope
John Paul II and then to London, for
visits with Queen Elizabeth n and
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher.
The final stops will be in Bonn, for
the sixth summit of NATO heads of
government.
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Benefit cuts leave
thin summer wallets
When the postman comes tomorrow morning, there will be
a painful emptiness in the mailboxes of many students.
And that will result in a painful emptiness in the bank
accounts, wallets and stomachs of those students.
What will be missing for those students who chose not to
continue school for the summer is the Social Security check
for May benefits, and those checks will not be seen again
until benefits are resumed in September.
When they do return, the benefits will be substantially less
than what many receive now, courtesy of our cowboy-savior
in Washington, Ronald Reagan.
When Reagan was supported in the 1980 election by this
campus, we all were told to praise his plans for cutting
welfare and government spending. It was about time somebody came into office to cut those slackers off, we said.
Ah, but how the shoe hurts now that it has been put on our
collective foot. Good old Ronnie has decided to cut us
slackers too - all of us who need student loans to attend
college, and Social Security to meet the monthly rent.
It's not so pleasant being on the receiving end of all the cuts
we cheered during that glorious 1980 campaign.
We can always look at the benefits of these Social Security
cuts: a) MAYBE the Social Security system will last an extra
10 years; b) Many institutes of higher education - and this
University is no exception - will benefit from increased
Summer enrollments as many students stay in school to keep
their benefits; and c) The budget deficit - a number which
seems to change every time our beloved president spends an
extended amount of time in the White House restroom - may
eventually shrink as the Administration tries to produce a
balanced budget.
But the costs don't outweigh the gains, for students or the
elderly, many of whom can already be classified as povertylevel citizens even with their present benefits. It's too bad
Ronnie gets a government pension when he retires (or when
we retire him in the next election) - maybe Social Security
would not have to take the brunt of his cuts now.

Some students face
fee discrimination
Discrimination is usually a word
that is used to define racial, religious
or sexual affrontry.

Focus

by Marilyn Rosinski
But financial discrimination is a
very real factor for those who would
want to attend Bowling Green State
University.
The unequal costs of attending the
University part-time, compared to
full-time, can especially inhibit the
non-traditional type student from taking classes. It costs more per credit
hour to take a single course than to
attend full-time. That policy encourages students to carry a full load
while it discourages anyone who
might want to simply pick up an
ocassional course, or study a new
area.
Under the quarter system, students
enrolled from four to eight credit
hours paid a higher rate per credit
hour than those who took twelve hours
or more, up to eighteen. Even the
charge for those approved hours over
eighteen was not as expensive as that
paid by part-time students.
Under the semester system, the full
fees will be approximately $750
according to the Bursar's office; the
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charges for part-time course work
will be established at a proportional
rate similar to the current schedule, a
spokesperson said. The final decision
on the exact amounts will not be made
until July.
As universities everywhere continue to face difficulty in financing the
rising costs of higher education, perhaps this would be the appropriate
time for a re-evaluation of some of the
marketing and financing techniques
the Unviersity uses.
By expanding the number of students who attend classes, filling each
subject to its maximum capacity, the
University can increase its income
while decreasing the cost per student.
With the state limits on full-time
enrollment, the only source of additional income would be through recruiting part-time students.
Part-time students are very often
the non-traditional variety. A women
preparing to re-enter the job market
comes to the University to further her
education. Full-time employees will
take courses either to increase their
expertise in their field or to prepare
for an anticipated career change. Or a
soldier returning from military service will seek direction and education
while still holding down a job.
But it can be discouraging to these
potential students as they evaluate
the cost of just taking a few courses,
or even only one course at night.
Certainly there are those potential
students who decide against enrolling
because of the cost. Or there are those
who put off attending indefinitely
because they'll wait till they can
afford to attend full-time, and, unfortunately, then never attend school.
And the University loses that potential source of income by not maximizing the enrollment.
To increase its appeal and tap this
potential source of revenue from parttime students, the University should
equalize the costs of attending Bowling Green. The fees schedule should
be established according to total
course hours that the student carries.
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Guidelines could still be set to determine what constitutes a full-time or a
part-time student for other purposes
but equalization of fees would end the
financial discrimination.
Marilyn Rosins*/ is a senior journalism major from WatervUle. She is a
staff reporter for the News.

CJSG's 'take-over' far-reaching
I would like to further clarify my
position concerning charges which I
leveled against USG Senator Mike
Kovack.

Focus

by Von Regan Davis
First of all, I am currently not
attending classes at the University. I
was a full-time student from June 1980
until June 1981 and from September
1981 until March 1982.1 will be attending classes on a full-time basis beginning June 1982 (Summer Quarter). A
reporter from the News was correctly
informed by me that I have sophomore status and that (when I am in
school) my majors are business prelaw and public relations.
A letter which I wrote was printed
in the News on Friday, May 21. At the
end of it, my address was given as
"146 Darrow." This is not true. I lived
at that address from September 1981
thru March 1982. When I gave my
letter to the News, I gave no address
at all - only a number where someone
could leave a message for me. I do not
have a permanent address in Bowling
Green. The printing of that address
was a mistake by the News.
However, I fail to see the connection
between these facts and the issue at
hand. If I had no affiliation with the
University at all, this is still a public
institution and I am an Ohio taxpayer.
If I see something happening here
which I believe is not in the best
interests of the students involved, as
an Ohio citizen I have the right and as
a human being I have the moral
responsibility to speak out on the
issue and to make sure that my opinion is heard by those involved.
In the News article printed Wednesday, May 26, the focus of the Internal
Affairs Committee appears to be on
whether contact was made with some
minority groups on campus and on the
issue of the changing of the name of
the committee which Mr. Kovack
chairs. Mr. Kovack says "he contacted 12 different groups by mail and
five organizations in person," according to the News (May 25). I have
never disputed the issue of "contact."
However, what I wanted to be made
public was (as quoted from my official request for an investigation),
"... What groups were contacted by
Mr. Kovack's committee, (and) how
was it decided what groups would be
contacted?"
Also, why would Mr. Kovack con-

tact the old officers of these organizations and not bother to get in touch
with the new officers? This is comparable to Great Britain asking former
President Jimmy Carter the official
stance of the United States on the
Falklands crisis. Imagine how that
would make Ronald Reagan feel.
In addition, "contact" can be anything. To prove that Mr. Kovack
made "contact" with "some" groups
does not in any way prove that all the
students and organizations involved
were properly informed of the
changes being proposed and were
given ample time and opportunity to
provide some type of feedback. It only
proves that USG is very good at
dodging the main issues instead of
confronting them head-on like responsible leaders.
The real issue behind all of this is as
follows: The minutes of the USG open
meeting of April 29 state, "Mike Kovack made a motion to change the
name ... on Article II, Section 8,
Point 2, Letter F (of the Student Body
Constitution). The vote was 17 in
favor, 4 abstains. Motion passed."
This proposed change (it must be
voted on at one more meeting with %
quorum) would create in the executive branch of USG a cabinet-level
position called 'The Cultural Concerns Coordinator.' This 'CCC' position is just a different name for the
'Cultural Affairs Coordinator' which
was proposed last spring and which
was fought by the minority groups on
campus. It contains within its powers
the potential to eventually bring different organizations into the body U
USG and take from them much, if not
all, of their independence.

The Student Body Constitution, in
Section 4, Point 2 under 'Purpose and
General Intent', says, "The internal
operation of any representative student group shall be free from interference by the Student Government."
However, Point M under 'Statement
of Student Rights,' states, "The student body, through its representative
student government, shall be deleKted the authority ... to atiminister
• allocation of general fee funds."
I have a question: How can USG be
in charge oi saying how much money
different groups will be given by the
University, then turn around and say
that USG is not interfering in these
groups' internal affairs? I see a definite contradiction there.
Before the University's Board of
Trustees will approve this constitution, one thing that USG has to do is
6rove that they are more representave, and therefore better able to
allocate general fee funds, than the
Advisory Committee on General Fee
Allocations. If USG can bring under
their collective "umbrella," through
this 'Cultural Concerns Coordinator,'
duties and functions now taken care of
by other organizations, they would
have more ammunition in their fight
to gain the right to allocate general
fee funds to undergraduate groups.
Graduate students take note: If USG
wins this right, the Graduate Student
Senate will be quick to follow.
Of course, those in USG now say
this is not their intent by creating this
postion. But, even they admit publicly
that they can only speak for themselves; they cannot speak for future
administrations. As long as the possibility exists, there is a danger to all

gurus from markets of gullible minds
ui the west.
Yes, I am referring to the two
demagogues slithering around the
campus for the past few days "clever" Jed and "naive" Cindy.
Bravo! Jed, you have the makings of
a con man - par excellence - but
speaking from my first hand knowledge, you just need one more course
in banging off the final coup. You just
lack the final punch needed to push
the goggle-eyed masses teetering on
the brink of your camaflouged trap.
You are right Jed, the defensive belligerence of the crowd only bares
their inner confusion and desperation
- so prevalent in the American youth.
But don't stop Jed, go right ahead,
strike while the iron in hot - rape
those "whores" and "whoremongers" and be thanked for it in the
bargain.
Christianity is finally learning the
art of insidious marketing - who
needs the bloody crusades anymore!

Having one more year to go before
graduating, I would like to express
my gratitude to the journalism department for teaching me the fundamentals of reporting accruately.
Unlike the journalists reported in
Mr. Cotton's editorial, I have learned
how to gather facts in an ethical
manner, and present them to the
reader logically.
The "New Journalists" graduating
from this school will take with them
this professionalism that the department has taught them. It is iust too
bad that the true professionals must
be subjected to the embarrassment of
the ones who have no respect for
others.

campus groups, especially those
which represent minority needs and
concerns better than USG is capable
of at this time.
In my official request for an investigation, I stated, "... I would like to
recommend that, if it is found by the
Internal Affairs Committee that my
charges are valid, any action taken
should be limited to an official letter
of disapproval presented to Mr. Kovack ana that action taken should stop
there." Things were happening in
USG that the students of this University had a right to know about, immediately. My charges were a sure-fire
way to focus the spotlight on the
situation. Some might question my
tactics. But USG has been doing these
things and not explaining the possible
ramifications of their actions. Talk
about "questionable" tactics.
Please don't get me wrong. The
idea of a cabinet-level position in the
Undergraduate Student Government
addressing the needs and concerns of
the minority students of this campus
could possibly be the best thing for the
University, if handled properly. But
the powers are too vague, the potential tor abuse too great. USG does not
have the right to make this change
without the knowledge, input and consent of the students and organizations
involved. I implore all students to
urge their USG senators to vote "NO"
on this proposal.
Vion Regan Davis is a sophomore
from Bellefontaine. His column has
been endorsed by the Black Student
Union, Third World Graduate Association, Board of Black Cultural Activities and Black Greek Council.

LETTERS.
Dress-lifting incident
nothing to laugh at
It is particularly unfortunate that a
male student would try to assault, lift
the dress or place hands on the bodice
of a female evangelist visiting our
campus. Although I did not see the
event, it was described to me with
serious concern by female students. It
was also shown in the BG News with
photographs.
One has to wonder about the mentality of the male. Had not Cindy
Lasseter turned the other cheek, she
could have brought him before the
grand jury on charges that are serious. I was told that she was dragged
to a pond by a group of males last
year and thrown in. Again, serious
criminal charges could have been
made. There are two points here. The
first is the behavior which clearly
documents all the charges, made by
various womens groups, about the
way men treat women in the campus
community. If someone walked up to
the man assaulting Ms. Lasseter,
ripped open his fly and began to grope
about his pelvic area, I can assure you
there would be lots of action. I'll also
wager none of the Big Men On CamBus would be watching and laughing.
! a male is assaulted, all males get a
little up-tight. If a woman is assaulted
by a male, the thinking is twisted into
"It's all in fun," "She asked for it" or
"That's what they are for."
The second aspect of the matter is
the violation of the long tradition
whereby any speaker on any subject
has the right to exercise freedoms
guaranteed in the Constitution. It is
particularly important on a college
campus. I did not listen, so I do not
know what I might think of the religious ideas presented by Ms. Lasseter. However, if BGSU becomes a
place where unpopular speakers are
assaulted, thrown in ponds or hands
are put on their bodies under their
clothing, then we are more than half
way toward the situation of Germany
under Hitler or Russia under Stalin.
Karl Shurr
Dopt. of Biological Sciaticas

we should love one another; not as
Cain who was of the evil one, and slew
his brogher. And for what reason did
he slay nim? Because his deeds were
evil and his brother's were righteous.
Do not marvel, brethren, if the world
hates you."
There are many people who claim
that they are saved - born-again
Christians; but if they habitually
practice sin, don't be deceived - they
aren't Christians.
Rax Ebarle
451 Thurstin Ava.

Graduation speaker
no graduation present

Well, I'm finally getting out of here.
After years of red tape and administrative confusion, I'm going out into
the real world. The best part is BowlSinners may be saved, ing Green State University would not
me leave without a graduation
but the saved don't sin let
present.
Some University officials saw to it
I am writing in response to Brady
Glett's letter to the editor which ap- that this year's senior class would not
peared in the May 27 issue. To accept have to sit on the football field listenNlra] K. Saral
his view that the only difference be- ing to some speaker we have never
140 Clay St.
tween sinners and Christians is that heard of. Instead, we are going to sit
Unprofessional ruin
Christians are forgiven and sinners in the east stands and listen to two
respect for journalists are not Is a very dangerous attitude people receiving honorary degrees
and belief which is not oiblical. There and either Dr. Ferrari or Dr. OlsOn May 11,1962, visiting instructor is no scripture which infers the differ- camp, whichever can make it. I wish
William Cotton wrote an Focus col- ence stops at forgiveness. The words we could sit in the bleachers the
umn concerning journalism students of John inspired by God (2 Timothy University bought to remain division
from different schools (out of state), 3:16) speak to this matter in I John I-A. I feel sorry for Miami University
who ridiculed him and his wife for 3:7-13. "Little children, let no one graduates who had to sit through a
deceive you; the one who practices speech by some guy named George
being associated with rugby.
I do not know what caused the righteousness is righteous, just as He Bush or something like that. It must
barrage of insults because the edito- is righteous; the one who practices sin have been awful! What could he possirial was not that clear, but he did say is of the devil; for the devil has sinned bly say that we would want to hear?
I've decided that I am going to
he would be intimidated to speak with from the beginning. The Son of God
other journalists because of that inci- appeared for this purpose, that He withdraw my Senior Challenge
dent.
might destroy the works of the devil. pledge. I'll invest it and let the interBeing a journalist myself, I can No one who is born of God practices est compound. Then, when it becomes
only hope that Mr. Cotton and others sin. because His seed abides in him; massive enough (probably seven or
will realize that there will always be and he cannot sin, because he is born eight thousand dollars by then) to pay
persons who get their kicks by show- of God. By this the children of God a speaker, I'll donate it to that year's
ing some form of intimidating power. and the children of the devil are senior class. Ha! Then they'll have to
He is not the only one who has been obvious; any one who does not prac- sit out in the hot sun and listen to some
heckled by the press and he will not be tice righteousness is not of God, nor horrible speaker. A fate worse than
the last, but all I can say is that there the one who doesn't love his brother. death.
are a lot of professionals that learn For this is the message which you
Bob Byara
how to be respectful towards others. have heard from the beginning, that
502 Otfanhauar Eaat
Lan McDarmott
702 3rd St., Apt. 10

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
WAintm*
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Qulcky salvation con
taking many students

LISTEN!

A stunning increase in the incidence ' /-J5-'
of rapes in BGSU - hundreds of minds
are being raped in broad daylight in
the Union Oval, without even a hint of
struggle or protest from the victims.
An astonishing violation of privacy, a
smooth twisting of the minds under
the guise of "instant" salvation - the
western religious con men have finally come of age, learning from the
success of "instant" nirvana packages being pandered by soft-spoken
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Police given more authority State Senate, House deliberations
High court rules auto search warrants unnecessary
when police suspect possession of contraband

'IN OTHER MATTERS, the court
took these actions:

J

other agencies. We use the services of
about 75 other agencies."
Help in relocating and referral to
attorneys, doctors and other professionals are also services offered by
the shelter. Pahl said they even will
arrange for transportation to the shelter if the woman has no way to get
there herself.
She said that the victims' attitudes

THE SENATE opposed that probationary faculty not
be granted the same protection as tenured faculty after
another straw vote.
A suggestion by Dr. David Newman, professor of
chemistry, concerning state legislatures considering the
University's status during a financial crisis, was tabled
until another meeting.

toward domestic violence haven't
changed very much. "They feel guilt
and shame - they feel it's their fault."
she said. "Many of the women would
rather come here where no one knows
them. Relatives are biased - they
have an 'I told you so' attitude. Most
of these women just don't want anyone to know they're having problems."

BUT, PAHL SAID, women are coming for help sooner than in the past.
"Tney know they have a place to go,
and they put up with less than they
used to, she said.
Pahl said about 50 percent of the
women end up going back to their
husbands. "We fry to get the husbands in for counseling - things go a
lot better," she said. "We meet the
!—__—\

Canine candidate awaits results of election
CUMBERLAND, Md.
(AP) - A shaggy-haired
candidate who literally ran
as an underdog was awaiting the tally of write-in
votes to learn his fate in
the mayor's race.
Scott, a 15-year-old dog
of indeterminate breed,
had waged a vigorous
write-in campaign in this
western Maryland city,

helped by lawyer Armand
Pannone, his owner,
spokesman and campaign
manager.
Pannone said earlier
that Scott's candidacy,
which attracted national
attention, began as a ioke.
"The purpose of all this
has been to get people
aware of the election, get

PRODUCTION SKILLS
The phototypesetting print shop of Student
Publications has openings for Fall Semester,
Applications are being accepted for:

them interested in it, and
get them out to vote," he
said.
Pannone also suggested
the animal's candidacy
would keep the two human
candidates "on their toes,
because nobody wants to
be beaten by a dog."
In his campaign platform, Scott pledged not to

spend money he didn't
have or make promises he
couldn't keep. If elected,
the dog probably would be
a "do-nothing mayor,"
said Pannone.

The BG News
Have Your Message Printed in Red

Applications
are now being accepted
for Editorial Positions
Both Editors & Writers
for the 1982 Summer
BG News
Applicants may apply at
the BG News Office
106 University Hall.

It SIM.

mumt

Interviews wfll be conducted
during Finals Week

PIZZA PARTY!
We can treat any size
party with any amount
of pizza you would
like. We can also supply portable ovens to
keep the pizzas
warm. Also. . prebaked pizza that you
can tinnish baking at
home in your own
oven or freeze and
cook whenever you
wish.

flo

pH%r 352-5166

most abuse occurs is right after holidays, on weekends and during very
hot weather. And, she added, not all
domestic violence victims are
women.
"We had two women who abused
their husbands come in, and they saw
the other victims and how they felt. It
was very valuable to them," she
said.

abuser at a 'neutral' ground for protection to talk about the problems.
"The husbands are usually apologetic," Pahl added. "They usually
call within a couple of days, and we
kind of encourage them to call. That's
why we decided to have a public
number. And if they woman wants me
to contact her husband, I will."
Pahl said the times in which the

2~

BancOhio is meeting the challenge
withasimpleway for graduating college seniors to start the foundation
upon which fortunes arebuilt credit
It you're entering a full-time, permanent job. you're eligible lor
BancOhio s special MasterCard offer
Its no secret The Gettys. Fords
and Rockefellers of the world started
their fortunes on one simple concept
Credit
You need it too
Credit to buy a car To finance a
home To start, run and expand a
business Tomvest Credittosucceed
It isn't magic It's a building process And it starts with a BancOhio
Mastercard

Wed.
DEADLINE: June 2
Limited Spaces
Available
HURRY DON'T MISS OUT

SUMMER
NEWS STAFF

The meeting concluded with the passing of the gavel to
Stoner, chair-elect of the Senate, by Ward.

The Challenge:
An Easy Way
For You To Build
Vital Credit References.

Scott's campaign included a meet-the-candidate night at a bar, where
scores of people turned out
to shake his paw.

Give Your Graduating
Friends A Special Message
in

Apply through Student Employment
460 Student Services

"If they aren't willing to raise taxes or do something to
help us out because they are worried about getting
elected, then we shouldn't stand for it," he said after the
meeting.

Graduating Senior's Financial Advisory Series No.

Fri., June 4
With a Graduation Scroll

Ad typist & Paste-up
Editorial Typist
Editorial Paste-up
Student Production Assistant
Camera Technician

. . . from Page 1

A quote in Friday's story on the Rev.
Batik was mistakenly attributed to
Eileen Lord when actually it was the
words of Caroline Freeman. Lord is
Catholic and a member of the St.
Thomas More Christian community.

• Upheld in splintered voting the

fromP.9el

late afternoon is reserved for private
time or contacting other agencies or
professionals. Then there is dinner,
recreation of various kinds, and bed.
PAHL SAID the main point of the
counseling is to make the victims
realize how violence is disrupting
their family's life. "We counsel either
individuals or the entire family," she
said. "And we will refer people to

Correction

• Suspended former Attorney General Richard Kleindienst from practicing before it. Kleindienst
previously had been suspended from
practicing law in his home state of
Arizona for lying under oath during
an Arizona State Bar investigation.

HE WARNED POLICE that there
are limits to that power, however.
"Just as probable cause to believe
that a stolen lawnmower may be
found in a garage will not support a
warrant to search an upstairs bed-

Shelter

As the bill now stands and as apGillmor said as a result, "We will
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Senate
proved by the House, the income tax
and House conferees resume deliber- set an alternate schedule for a full
ations today on a controversial bill session on Wednesday, June 16, at would be boosted temporarily, for one
year, by 50 percent.
raising taxes and cutting spending to 1:30 p.m."
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act try to balance the state budget.
The measure calls for 9 percent cute
of 1978, a comprehensive federal proSen. Richard Finan, (R-CincinBut legislative leaders said they
gram designed to spur conservation- doubt if the six-member panel will be nati), is chairman of the committee of in most state agency spending, with
oriented regulation of electricity and able to resolve their differences for at three Republicans and three Demo- welfare and education down for lesser
cuts - 1 percent and 5.6 percent,
natural gas by the various states.
crats.
least a week and possibly two.
• Ruled unanimously that the makHE SAID he will convene the panel respectively.
Senate President Paul Gillmor, (Rers of low-cost generic drugs are not Port Clinton), said he doesn't think
both tomorrow and Thursday of this
guilty of trademark infringement for the committee can agree on a report - week, and at another unspecified.time
Under the earlier Senate version,
using drug capsules that resemble which would have to be approved by
there would be a 25 percent increase
next week.
those of higher-priced, brand-name each house - prior to the June 8
in the income tax spread over two
products.
Most of the big issues between the years, along with 7 percent agency
primary election.
Earlier, Gillmor had said he
Republican-controlled Senate and the cuts, including welfare.
• Ruled that companies winning Slanned to call a full Senate session on
Democrat-dominated House remain
unfair labor practice lawsuits against
The committee chairman offered a
unresolved despite prior committee
une 9, on the morning after the
unions are not entitled to have the election.
welfare amendment last week under
meetings the past two Wednesdays.
unions pay the companies' lawyer
But he said in a memo to members
Those issues include the level of a which the 1 percent cut approved by
fees.
of the Senate that "the conferees...
Ereposed increase in the state income the House would be raised to 4 peradvise me that it may not be possible
ix and the amount of spending cuts cent. But he offered it for later consid• Left intact a ruling that a United to have a committee report ready for
needed to wipe out a projected budget eration and it has not been voted
Air Lines policy of not hiring pilot the 10 a.m. Wednesday, June 9, sesdeficit of $1.5 billion by June 30,1983. upon.
trainees over age 35 is illegal.
sion .. ."

room, probable cause to believe that
undocumented aliens are being transported in a van will not justify an
unwarranted search of a suitcase,"
Stevens said.
Joining him were Chief Justice
Warren Burger and Justices Lewis
Powell Jr., William Rehnquist and
Sandra O'Connor.
Justices Thurgood Marshall, William Brennan and Byron White dissented.
In a biting opinion for Brennan and
himself, Marshall accused the court's
majority of showing contempt for the
Constitution.
"The majority today not only repeals all realistic limits on warrantless automobile searches, it repeals
the Fourth Amendment warrant requirement itself," he said.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court gave the nation's police
far greater authority Tuesday to
search through automobiles without
first obtaining warrants.
• By a 6-3 vote, the court said police
do not need a warrant to search even
closed containers locked in a car's
trunk if an officer has reason to believe any part of the vehicle contains
contraband.
The decision overturned the court's
own 1981 ruling that police needed
warrants to search closed parcels in a
trunk.
But Tuesday's ruling, authored by
Justice John Paul Stevens, promised
to give police a "bright line to follow
in balancing their authority and the
privacy of individuals.
"A search is not unreasonable if
based on facts that would justify the
issuance of a warrant, even though a
warrant has not actually been obtained," Stevens said.

resume on controversial budget bill
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financial challenges of the future,
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Workers must sign statement of understanding to regain jobs

Nuclear plant reopens after harrassment of inspectors
MOSCOW, Ohio (AP) - Work resumed yesterday on the $1.3 billion
William Zimmer Nuclear Power Station, where construction was halted
Friday because workers dumped
dirty water on quality control inspectors.
David Altemuehle, spokesman for
ihe Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co.,
plant operator, said work was "humming right along" and that first-shift
workers returned to their jobs yesterday without incident.

"Just about everybody signed a
statement of understanding, Altemuehle said. "Out of some 2,000 construction workers and other support
personnel, all signed it but six.
They're being terminated."
The utility had told workers that
signing the statement was a condition
of returning to their jobs. By signing,
workers acknowleged they had been
informed that harrassing or intimidating inspectors violates federal
law.

We ore Bowling
Green's Oldest
land Finest Pizzeria
"*"\

203 N. Main

B

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) For thousands of Great
Lakes sailors and seafarers the world over, Westcott is a shipboard word - it
is the name of boats that
have been bringing them
news from home for generations.
Westcott is short for the
J.W. Westcott Co., a small,
family-run operation that
serves vessels between Toledo and Duluth, Chicago
and Montreal.

214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone:352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1982

The Westcott II is one of
the boats that serves shipbound sailors, a 45-foot,
steel-hulled craft built in
1948 specifically for the

Furnished or Unfurnished
Hours: Mon.—Fri. 9—12 & 1—5
Efficiencies:
2 Bedrooms:
Unfurnished: $200 Unfurnished: $265
Furnished: $225
Furnished: $285
Landlord Pays
Landlord Pays Gas Heal
All Utilities
Resident Pays Electric Lights,
* Laundry facilities available * Gas heat
* Swimming pool * Party room
* Game room * Sauna
All Residents are Granted the Privilege ot a Membership .
to the Cherrywood Health Spa

mail-supply service.
Dwarfed by 1,000-foot
cargo vessels that tower 45
feet above the waterline,
the Westcott rarely misses
a call, completing the 1981
season with no down time
at all.

the Westcott II will serve
as many as 10,000 vessels
with an array of goods and
Bckages that would tax
s inventory of a combined hardware store, supermarket and post office.
Mail, ranging from paychecks to "care packages"
and letters from home, is
an important cargo, as are
groceries, engine and machine parts, pipe fittings,
charts, newspapers and
chemicals for a ship's water treatment system.

The company became a
floating postal service in
1950. Bill Bleiler, general
manager of the company,
says there is no other such
service to sailors around
the clock, every day of the
252-day shipping season,
anywhere in the world. J.
Ward Westcott started the
supply boat service in 1874.

Saltwater vessels sailing
the lakes must have a registered Great Lakes pilot
aboard for navigation. The

DURING THE SEASON.

Although some 2,000 workers were
sent home about mid-day Friday,
about 300 second-shift workers were
allowed to report to work at 5 p.m. At
that time, they were asked to sign the
statement, and all but 25 signed.

"THAT MATTER was not clear at
the time, but was secondary to need-

pilots regularly change
shifts at Detroit, leaving a
vessel or going aboard via
rope ladder and the Westcott.
Though modern vessels
like the big cargo freighters have gangways for
transfer of mail and sup5lies, older ships still use
re simple bucket-on-arope method to transfer
light packages and mail.
As a public service to
seamen, the Westcott frequently takes telephone
calls from their homes and
relays the messages to
sailors as their ships pass
on the lakes.

=*=

CARTY

SUMMER HOUSING
2 Bedroom Furnished
next to SamB's

Apts., Houses
and
Rooms
for
SUMMER & FALL
RENTALS

SUMMER
RENTAL

352-1800
Evenings

352-4671
Days

Pick up Information Sheets
at Best Western Falcon Plaza
Across from Harshman
H
H
M —

LEASING FOR FALL
EIGHTH STREET APTS.
803-815 Eighth St.

Efficiency for
$75.00-month
1 Bedroom for
$100.00-month
MAURER-GREEN
RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER

Joanna
Thomas

SPECIAL RATES
for Limited Time Only
MAURER-GREEN RENTALS
224 E. Woostcr St.
352-0717

3
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Pasadena reunion brings
various surprises to alumni

In person registration
June I - June 17

1520 Clough St. — Rental Office
Phone 352-0164

99

* DRINKS, Specials ALL Night
* AIR CONDITIONED
* Doors open at 8:00 p.m.

Spacious two bedroom, furnished apartments for
'82-83 school year. Gas heat and cooking paid.
(Residents pay electric only.) Central air conditioning, close to campus, stores and movie
theaters. Three and lour person rates still
available. CALL NOW!

Rental Office Located At The
Neu Cherrywood Health Spa

Preferred Properties!
835 High St.
Rental Office Located at the
New Cherrywood Health Spa

NOW RENTING
PIEDMONT APTS - HAVEN HOUSE3
Apt. Complexes * Houses,' Efficiencies
furnished or unfurnished
Phone: 352-9378
9:00 4:30 Mon-Fri
«tuijum t.n.« m IJU in 11 t$MJ

SPECIAL RATES
UNTIL June 4 ,1982
ROCK LEDGE MANOR

LEASE NOW

850 Sixth St.at South College

Luther III Apartments

2 bedroom turn apt.
2 full baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4x10 storage locker
1
DMNQ
ROOM

ill
It
KITCHEN gp

n btB

\

EJ^JwALK
Ul
\ IN
™ I CLOSE T

3^7 A
LONGBRANCH SALOON
B6'S*I ROCK CLUB
352-3703

LIVING ROOM
12 11 i166

PIEDMONT

mlv $5IK) 00 for the
only MOO (10 for the
,-nniv summer
entire Mimnwr
Houses. Efficiencies Si Rooms

Now leasing for Fall 1982

"STIGMA

"I'm never going to be
the same again," she said.
The reunion Saturday,
attended by about 5,000
South Pasadena graduates, was the brainchild
of Mary Ida Phair, class of
'38, who became the
school's librarian in 1963.
Graduates came from as
far away as Indonesia to
honor the old school, gossip
and sing the fight song.

(furnished 2 bedroom!

ELMJUULM

LIVE ROCK 'N' ROLL TONIGHT

class in 1907, now living in
Phoenix, Ariz. "We didn't
even have homecoming in
my day."
Goldman was the only
erson out of her six-memr class to attend, so,
"there was no competition," she stated modestly,
a bouquet of red and white
flowers on her lap.

HAVEN HOUSE

rawopraoooooopoQptt

University Village Apartments
University Court Apartments

rF

"What's plain by day is
not so at night," said dispatcher Jim Hogan, the
grandson of the Westcott's
founder.
The Westcott's employees are contract workers
for the U.S. Postal Service
and handle 500,000 pieces
of mail a year. The Westcott even has its own Zip
C>de - 48222.

CALL 352-9378

SUMMER SESSION 1982

Undergrad Students
June 1-3 Alumni Rm Union
June 4-15 Rm 110 Ad. Bldg.
June 16-17 Ballroom Union

Round-the-clock operation means the crew of the
Westcott II must be able to
identify a big laker at night
when both the American

and Canadian shores of the
lake are ablaze with lights
that would confuse a novice.

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES

Salesperson
of the
Week

2 Bedroom Furn. Apts.
$260.00 plus elec. plus gas

BLEILER SAYS Toledo
shipping families regularly call the Westcott to
ask the time of a vessel's
passage, logged by the dispatcher on duty. "They
just add six hours to the
time of passage (from Detroit) and know when the
vessel will be in port,"
Bleiler said.

SOUTH PASADENA,
Calif. (AP) - Bob Barry,
who heads a consulting and
management engineering
company, had a bit of a
shock when he attended a
reunion for alumni of South
Pasadena High School.
Barry, class of '33, found
his name on a bronze
plaque to honor graduates
who died in World War n.
"Just one of those mistakes," said Barry, not too
perturbed.
The reunion had a more
pleasant surprise for 94year-old Emma Faye
Munger Goldman. She was
named homecoming queen
at the festivities.
"I never dreamed of
such a thing," said Goldman, a member of the
school's first graduating

352-7365

2 Bedrooms Close
To Campus

BEDROOM
11 ll*

for Best Selection
733-755-777
2 Bedrooms
9V> Month Lease

ManviHeAve.
1 '/• Baths
$335 per month

r^IR

K

>La
z5\ =

BCOBOOM
11«ifl6

Owner pays heat and water
$500.00 plus elec-month-4 man

BOGGS REAL ESTATE
>L

ing to drive home the message that
this simply was not going to be tolerated," Altemuehle said. 'Ttt still needs
to be checked, and we're still not 100
percent sure - but I understand they
are going to be paid."

Floating post office serves Great Lakes sailors

Meadowview Court
Apartments

Graduate
Students
Rm 121
McFall Center

this would be our course of action,"
Altemuehle said. "We decided that we
needed to drive home the point that
this course of action would not be
tolerated."
Construction would have halted for
the long Memorial Day weekend anyway, so only one-half day of work was
lost, Altemuehle said. Workers probably will be paid for the off time.

advice was to go in and sign. I don't
think there could be any lack of clarity."
The utility shut down work on the
plant site southeast of Cincinnati after
notifying the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission that workers had harrassed three inspectors Thursday,
dousing them with a bucket of water
that contained cement particles and
urine.
"We put our heads together Friday
morning and it was decided then that

"The whole thing ran rather
smoothly," Altemuehle said. "It was
not a matter of signing at the gate, but
people went into work areas and
statements were distributed by foremen and gathered up."'
ALTEMUEHLE SAID the six workers who refused to sign the statement
were aware they would be fired.
"It was clear to everybody. It
should have been clear to them," he
said. "Officials of the building trades
unions were on the site, and their

call 352-3841 11 -3 or 354-1120

Pendleton Mgt. Co.
853 Napoleon Road
352-6985 Suite 5 352-6167

Ufeat
BG
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Delay in approval frustrates USG members •

Student government constitution will await Olscamp's acceptance
by Becky Bracht
senior staff reporter

The new student government constitution, completed fall quarter, will
remain on the Trustees' table until
Dr. Paul Olscamp assumes his position as University president, Bruce
Johnson, Undergraduate Student
■Government president, said.
"They want Dr. Olscamp to have
the chance to look at it and make a
decision," Johnson said.
"They got wrapped up in the presidential search and haa other priori-

ties. Everything's in limbo right now
and nothing's getting done anyway,"
he said.
Johnson said he is disappointed that
most people responsible for writing
the constitution are graduating and
will not see the results of their work.
"The ones who wrote the whole
thing and understand it will not be
here to explain the intent to Olscamp," he said, adding he plans to
write a letter explaining the document to the new president.

USG PRESIDENT-ELECT Everett
The constitution gives students the
Gallagher said student government right to serve as voting members on
members are frustrated in the delay. all decision and policy-making bodies
that directly affect the welfare of the
"The Trustees originally said undergraduate student body. It also
they'd work it out in May but now they gives student government the right to
don't want to talk about it," he said. establish the procedure for the allocaThe Trustees approved all the work- tion of general fee funds.
ing parts, or the articles of the constitution, at their January meeting. All
A committee meeting was held to
other parts, including the student discuss the new document and its
rights, the purpose and general in- feasibility, Johnson said. Trustees
tent, and derivation of authority sec- Frazier Reams Jr. and Albert
tions have not been approved, Dyckes, Dean of Students Dr. Donald
Gallagher said.
Ragusa, Associate Professor of Politi-

cal Science Dr. Steven Ludd and four
students composed this committee.
"THEY MENTIONED their objections but they weren't really telling us
what they thought," he said. Some of
the wording and lack of specifics were
two of the big objections, Johnson
said.
"They let people take pot shots at it
and they didn't let us respond. That
automatically put us on the defensive," he said.

To get the document passed, Johnson admitted student government
probably will have to compromise in
some areas, but added they wont
compromise the basic principles.
Gallagher said, "We'll be meeting
(next year) with the Trustees and Dr.
Olscamp." He added USG understands the Trustees intent in waiting
until Olscamp begins his job as president.
"It'll be a big issue but we'll get it
passed," he said. "I'm very optimistic.

Ken and Stacy
Popular campus singing duo
looks forward to summer
by Liz Kelly

If the future looks anything like
their past four years in Bowling
Green, the popular singing group of
Ken and Stacy will have a successful
summer as they travel to Cincinnati
for two months, and then continue on
to Colorado ana Los Angeles.
Ken Cowden and Stacy Mitchhart
have been performing in Bowling
Green and at the University since
their freshman year. They recently
flayed at Good Times Weekend and
ounders' 25th anniversary. They
also have performed in Toledo, Cleveland, Cincinnati and Dayton.

"It's a natural thing. You
know when that's what
you want to do."
Although both come from diverse
and slightly different musical backgrounds, they combine their talents
well and tend to emphasize rock ' n'
roll and pop songs when they perform.
They rely on their own material twothirds of the time.
The pair got together in 1978 when
Mitchhart was looking for a partner.
He found Cowden playing his guitar in
Conklin Hall and asked if he was

interested in forming an act. They
played at a local talent night two
weeks later, and have been performing together since.
ORIGINALLY, though, Cowden
says he got into music because, "It's a
natural thing. You know when that's
what you want to do." For Mitchhart,
it was a choice between taking band
or guitar lessons.
Between classes, practice and
homework, the two keep busy, but are
quick to point out that performing has
helped pay their college expenses.
Inspiration for the songs they write
come when "we're really bummed
out or really happy," Mitchhart said.
Most of the songs they write are.
love songs. These come from romantic situations they are or have been
involved in.
As Mitchhart said, "We go three
months without writing anything and
then write non-stop for a while.
The duo appeals to an audience
ranging from ages 16 to 35, according
to Mitchhart.
Ken and Stacy are ready to leave
Bowling Green. "When you play anywhere too long, it gets familiar,"
Mitchhart said.
When classes let out in June they
will head out on the road and hope to
be in Los Angeles by October.

Stacy Mitchhart, left, and Ken Cowden, right, strum and ting at a recent engagement at Milton's,
where they will also be playing Wednesday and Thursday nights.

BG News photo'Ron Hagler

Ash: Police at parties is a no-win situation
by Becky Bracht
senior staff reporter

Many University students have
complained that the police too often
come to parties where they are not
needed and are abusive to students
while they are there. But, to Bowling
Green Police Chief Galen Ash, city
residents wish police would crack
down even harder on parties.
"I get accused of being too lenient
on the students. The people who have
lived here all their lives think it's
changing for the worse." he said.
If a neighbor dies and their house is
sold, many times the house is rented
to college students, he said. "All of a
sudden there's people (college students) next door and the people (original residents) don't know them and
don't particularly want to know
them," he said.
Ash said he wishes there was not a
gap between students and city residents. "I have strong feelings for the
University," he said.
THE RESENTMENT built up toward college students is taken out by

calling the police and notifying them
of parties, he said.
On a one-to-ten scale, there are
other crimes more important, such as
rape and murder, Ash said. These
crimes would be nines and tens, he
said. But if a town does not have a lot
of nines and tens, then loud parties sixes and sevens - are pushed to this
level, he said.
After the stabbing death of University student Steven Bowers, city residents wanted to close all the bars and
institute a curfew, Ash said.
"I'm against curfews because they
penalize the good people," he said.
Laws only can protect a person
against themselves so much, he said.
The police chief said if students
would take the time to introduce
themselves to their neighbors and
even invite them to their parties, the
neighbors probably would not report
them to the Dolice.
"IT'S A NO-WIN situation," he
said, adding that police hate to get
involved in parties. Many of the city's
officers are young and probably
would rather be at the parties than

Student Recreation Center to hold
open house Friday for BG residents
by Vlcki Relnhart
staff reporter

Center from June 4 through August
29. A spouse can join for halfprice and
children under 18 are free with a
The Student Recreation Center will family membership.
hold an open house from 6 to 9 p.m.
Friday for members of the Bowling Parsons said children under 7 are
Green community and the surround- allowed in the Rec Center with paring area who wish to tour the Rec ents only during Club Pool hours.
Center and take part in summer Children under 12 must be supervised
sports workshops.
at all times by a parent in the same
Dr. Terry Parsons, Rec Center di- room with the child. Family members
rector, said the open house is a good from 12 to 18 must ha ve a parent in the
will gesture toward the community. building with them while they are
Many community members haven't using the facilities.
been inside the building or used any of
the facilities since it was built, he Swimming lessons for children and
said.
adults will be offered this summer
Workshops at the open house will through the Rec Center for $5 per
Include aerobics, weight training, person, Parsons said. Sign-ups will
racquetball. squash, handball, swim- begin at 9 am. June 21. Information
nastics ana other «mm«r sports. may be obtained through Tom Stubbs,
"People should come dressed for ac- director of aquatics at the Rec Center.
tivities and ready to participate,"
Parsons said.
DURING THE SUMMER, the Rec
Last year about 200 people attended Center hours will be 9 a.m.-lO p.m.
the open house, he said. Some come Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m.-8
just to see the building, some come to p.m. Friday and noon-8 p.m. Saturday
participate in the workshops and oth- and Sunday.
ers come to buy a membership, he Hours for Cooper Pool will be noonsaid.
1:30 and 4-9 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 4-7 p.m. Friday and noon-7
THE OPEN HOUSE will introduce p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
people to the Rec Center and they The Club Pool will be open from
may decide If they wish to become noon-7 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday
members. Memberships cost $31 per and Friday and from noon-4 p.m.
person and Include use of the Rec other days.

___^_^_

breaking them up, he said.
"It's a tense situation. Ninety-nine
Srcent of these people are good, but
e alcohol talks for them," he said.
"The police have to have a forceful
attitude to some extent. We stress
being courteous and polite but sometimes you have to go the other way,"
he said.
The first time police go to a party,
they usually try to find who is in
charge, Ash said. If the party is large,
police have a problem finding the
person who lives there.
"We tell them they have to cool
things down," he said, adding there is
no smgle standard to be applied because each party is different and
must be treated on an individual
basis.
"THE OFFICERS use their own
discretion. I want them to give the
students all the opportunities possible, but if they have to go back a third
time I want the party broken up," he
said.
The type of cooperation the police
receive makes the difference. If, after
the first police visit, the party does

quiet down, they will not return. However, if they have to come back a third
time and the Dartv is still loud and out
of control, the officers are going to be
mad. he said.
"If the people are boisterous and
call you a bunch of names, there's no
chance of solving the problem by
talking," Ash said
Thirty to 40 calls are made every
weekend about parties, he said, but
added that only five students have
been arrested this year.
Two of these students, however,
believe they were arrested at random
and for no particular reason. John
Spencer, a senior business production
major, and Dave Warner, a junior
visual communications technology
major, were arrested for disorderly
conduct at a Haven House party last
month.
WARNER WAS arrested for yelling
obscenities out the window at a police
officer, and Spencer for failing to
keep the people in his building quiet
after he was put in charge of them by
a police officer.
Spencer, a Haven House resident,

County officials accused
RAVENNA, Ohio (AP) - Allegations of kickbacks have been leveled against two Portage County
commissioners, who were indicted
on bribery and other charges by a
special county grand jury yesterday.
Bradford Gearinger, an Akron
attorney acting as special prosecutor in the Portage County probe,
said the grand jury had indicted
commissioners Thomas Freeman
and Irene Roth.
Marian Esposito, a Ravenna insurance agent, and Jack Webb of
Madison in Lake County, also were
indicted, Gearinger said.
The four were to be arraigned
before Portage County Probate
Judge Robert Kent late yesterday,
Gearinger said.
Gearinger said plea bargaining
arrangements had been discussed
with Esposito's attorney, out no
agreement had been reached.
According to Gearinger, Roth,
39, of Ravenna, and Freeman, 50,
from Kent, were each charged with
two counts of bribery, one count of
having an unlawful interest in a
public contract and one count of
dereliction of duty.
ESPOSITO WAS CHARGED
with two counts of bribery and one

count of complicity to have an
interest in an unlawful contract,
while Webb was indicted on one
count of bribery, Gearinger said.
Last month, eight other insurance agents pleaded no contest to a
misdemeanor charge of complicity
to have an unlawful interest in a
public contract. Gearinger said the
men had conspired to make $5,000
campaign contributions in 1961 in
hopes of securing future county
insurance contracts.
The eight were members of the
Insurance Agents Association of
Portage County, a group that has
received all the county's insurance
business for more than 20 years.
Esposito was a member of the
group but was not charged on May
Gearinger said he would not recommend jail terms for the eight in
exchange for their cooperation in
further proceedings. The eight are
to be sentenced utter this month.
They face a penalty of up to six
months in jail and a $1,000 fine.
Gearinger said the insurance
agents believed that if they did not
make the contributions, the bidding for the county contracts would
be opened to non-association members.

said he was not at the party but was
playing cards with friends in his
apartment. After police arrived, he
and his friends went into the courtyard to see what was going on. It was
at this point that an officer put
Spencer in charge of his building.
Ash said a police officer is allowed
to put a person who lives in the
building in charge of it. Normally,
only the person in charge of the party
can be held responsible for their
guests' actions, he said. But if the
officer believes the party is in the
whole apartment complex, anyone
who lives there can be held responsible.
Police came to Spencer's apartment after an apartment below
turned up the stereo. Warner, who
does not live in Haven House, was
arrested along with Spencer for disorderly conduct.
"D7 YOU KNEW this guy you'd
laugh," Spencer said, referring to
Warner. "He doesn't even swear."
Warner said he thinks he was singled out because he was looking out
the window and had on a bright red

jacket that was easily recognizable.
After consulting a lawyer, the two
students were told they easily could
be cleared of charges because the
police did not have a tight case.
"It would have cost us $500 to hire a
lawyer," Spencer said. Instead, the
two opted to pay the $43 court cost
after the court dropped their fine, he
said.
"We didn't do it and we could've got
out of it if we had the money,"
Spencer said. "We're college kids in a
small town and people are lining their
pockets from us."
Ash said he is not aware of officers
arresting people just to make an
example out of them.
"THIS SHOULD never happen," he
said. The officers are well-trained and
have to observe a crime being committed before they can arrest someone, he said.
"I believe in strict law enforcement, but fair and firm," he said.
"There have been many times when
I've read a report and thought other
people should have been arrested

Witness upset over part in killing
CLEVELAND (AP) - A federally
protected government witness testified yesterday that he didn't want any
part in a 1977 plot to kill a Cleveland
racketeer and said he has tried hard
to forget his role.
Ronald "Vic" Guiles continued testifying for a third day in the federal
racketeering trial of six men the
government alleges conspired to control organized crime in northeastern
Ohio.
Under cross examination by Elmer
Giuliani, an attorney for Anthony
Liberatore, Guiles said he told the
FBI he had tried to convince his
partner, Louis "Little Tony" Aratari
not to set involved in the murder of
reputed Cleveland racketeer Daniel
"Danny" Greene.
Guiles and Aratari made up a
backup "bit" team hired to kill
Greene. Admitted hit man Ray Ferritto confessed to the killing. Guiles
said he hoped Greene would not show
S> while Aratari and he staked out
reene.
Greene was killed when a bomb
exploded underneath his car while he
was sitting in a suburban Cleveland
parking lot in October 1977.
THE MURDER of Greene is one of
the incidents the government is trying
to show constituted a pattern of racketeering by Liberatore, James Lica-

voli, Ronald Carabbia, Pasquale
Cisternino, Kenneth Ciarcia and John
Calandra.
They are being tried under the
federal Racketeering Influenced and
Corrupt Organization Act.
Guiles, who broke into tears during
testimony last Friday, was more composed yesterday, but his voice quivered slightly when Giuliani pressed
him on the accuracy of his answers
compared with earlier statements
Guiles made to authorities.1
"I've tried in the past 4 * years to
forget this," Guiles said. "I haven't
seen that statement in 3Vj years and
during that time, I've triea to forget
the whole thing.
"SO IF I've made a mistake as to
dates or times or places, I'm sorry.
But what I said happened, happened
and no dates or tunes or places can
change that," Guiles said.
Earliei yesterday, James Willis, an
attorney tor Licavoli, concluded his
cross examination of Guiles by commenting that Guiles' participation in
the federal witness protection proEam amounted to having Guiles raised on an "unsuspecting public."
U.S. District Judge William
Thomas ordered the jury to disregard
Willis' statement ana censured Willis
about making "wholly uncalled for
comments."
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SPORTS
Fastbreak:

Lakers run past Philadelphia, 129-108
• U)S ANGELES (AP) - Norm Nixon
scored 21 of his 29 points in the second
half as the Los Angeles Lakers pulled
away from the Philadelphia 76ers for
a 129-108 victory Tuesday night and a
2-1 lead in the National Basketball
Association championship series.
Nixon, who scored only six points in
Los Angeles' 110-94 loss in Game 2
after leading the Lakers in scoring in
their record nine-game playoff winning streak, was 8-for-10 from the
field in the second half.
The fourth game of the best-ofseven series will be played here
Thursday night.
THE LAKERS expanded a 12-point
halftime lead to 7J-50 with a 13-2 spurt
in the first 3-and-a-half minutes of the
third quarter. The closest the 76ers
fat after that was 15 points as Andrew
oney, who scored a game-high 36
Elints for Philadelphia, tried desperaly to bring his team back.
The Lakers, winning their tenth
game in 11 playoff starts this season,
scored what has proved to be a pivotal
victory in the championship round. In
the 35 previous final series, the team
that won the third game has gone to
win the title in 25 times.
Earvin "Magic" Johnson had 22

catching his rival flatfooted with a
clever lob. Two games later, Gerulaitis was showing signs of strain and
double-faulted twice. Then Wilander
hit a dazzling Bore-like cross-court
forehand to clinch the set. Wilander
broke once in the second set, at 5-3.
Again a lob won him a vital point.
That game ended with Gerulaitis arguing over a line call.
The American got into more arguments in the third set and the noisy
Paris crowd reponding with whistling
and cat calls as Wilander remained
stoic during the uproar.

The Lakers' lead was down to nine
points until Cooper hit a three-point
basket at the first half buzzer.

WILANDER REMINDED the
crowd of the absent reigning champion, Bjorn Borg. He looked like Borg
as he sped about the baseline, hit
topspin forehands across the court
and double-fisted backhands down the
line.
In almost three hours on the slow
clay court, Wilander scarcely ever
lost his cool. At the end, it was Gerulaitis who was pressing too hard and
losing the points.
The young Swede first broke service for a 4-3 lead in the first set after

IN THE FOURTH SET, Gerulaitis
had two points for a break and a 3-1
lead. But then the duel suddenly
swung back in Wilander's favor.
The two remaining quarterf inalists
are set for Wednesday: top-seeded
Jimmy Connors against No.15 Jose
Higueras of Spain and third-seeded
Guillermo Vilas of Argentina against
French hero Yannick Noah.
Wilander said afterward he never
expected to get so far in the $917,000
tournament.
"Lendl and Gerulaitis play differ-

Abdul-Jabbar was whistled for his
third foul with 10:15 left in the first
quarter and sat out the rest of the
half.

Craig faces homicide charge

THEN LOS ANGELES outscored
Philadelphia 32-12 in the next 10 minutes for a 40-20 lead with 10:04 left in
the first half. The spurt included four
consecutive breakaway fastbreak
baskets, two each by Michael Cooper
and Nixon, to start the second quarter.

THE LAKERS, who never had
fewer than 110 points in this year's
playoff until Sunday's second-game
debacle, never trailed in the game.
After the 76ers cut a 20-point deficit
to nine in the second quarter, the
Lakers took control in the third period
behind Nixon's shooting.

But the 76ers, who shot only 24 per
cent on 6-for-25 shooting in the first
Suarter, whittled away at the 20-point
eficit in the last 10 minutes of the
half. Toney had 14 of his 20 first-half
points and hit six shots in a row in one
stretch as Philadelphia cut the lead to
60-48 at intermission.

The 6-foot-2 playmaking guard had
only one basket during the 13-2 spurt
early in the third quarter, but he had
two straight baskets to give Los Angeles a 25-point lead, their largest of
the game, at 81-56 with 5:14 remaining
in the period. Then, Nixon scored the
last six Lakers points of the period,
which ended with them ahead 91-70.
Nixon capped his remarkable scoring spurt by hitting nine of his team's
first 12 points in the fourth quarter
before substitutes came into the game
for both teams.

Reds top Phils,4-1; Reed disabled
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Cincinnati
right-hander Greg Harris pitched a
five-hitter and singled in a run as the
Reds defeated the Philadelphia Phillies 4-1 Tuesday night in a game
called by rain after seven innings.
Cincinnati took a 1-0 lead in the
third inning when Eddie Milner singled, stole second and scored on Dave
Conception's single to center.
The Reds made it 3-0 in the fourth.
Mike Vail hit his second double of the
Same and scored on a single by Larry
iittner. Biittner moved To second on
a groundout and scored on Harris'
single.
In the fifth, Concepcion singled with
one out. took third on Dan Driessen's

whose pitching Monday night ignited
a bencn-clearing brawl with the Cincinnati Reds, could be sidelined for a
minimum of two weeks, a spokesman
for the club said.

single to left and scored on Vail's
infield hit.
HARRIS, 2-0, who was recalled
from Indianapolis of the American
Association on May 20, struck out
three and walked four in gaining his
first complete game. He defeated
Philadelphia 4-3 on May 25 and is 4-0
lifetime against them. His career
record now is 5-5.
The Phillies scored their run in the
sixth on Bo Diaz's RBI double.
Loser Mike Krukow, 4-4, allowed
nine hits in five innings.

Larry Shenk, spokesman for the
National League team, said the 39?ear-old pitcher was X-rayed by Dr.
hillip Marone at Methodist Hospital
Tuesday, and was found to have a
cracked ninth rib on his left side.
Reed sparked the brawl in the seventh inning of Monday night's 15thinning 5-4 Phillies win over the Reds
whenTie struck Mario Soto on the left
hip with a pitch.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Philadelphia Phillies reliever Ron Reed,

Tribe, Twins extend streaks
CLEVELAND (AP) - Karl Pagel
drew a bases-loaded walk from Minnesota reliever Ron Davis in the bottom of the eighth inning to force in the
lead run ana the Cleveland Indians
recorded their ninth consecutive victory Tuesday night, a 6-4 decision
over Minnesota that saddled the
Twins with their 13th consecutive
defeat.
The losinR streak matches the pre-

Classsilied iale* Of* 40c per line. S1.20 minimum. VOID TYPf 50c tMtro per
od Approximately 25 lo 30 spores per line
CAMPUS/CITY IVINTS listing* lor nonprofit public service activities will bp
inserted OHCi lor tree ond at regular rates thereolter
Deodline for oil luting! it 2 days before publication at 4 00 p.m. Friday ot
4 p.m. it the deadline lor the Tuesday edition.
Classified forms ore available at the SO News office. 106 University Hell.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

LOST AND FOUND

Good Moinmg June 2

LOST—Brown nylon wallet with 2
keys attached, somewhere on campua lawn CaM MUxe 372-4942

Dear Vara:
Thanks lor the happiest 3/4 ot a
yet In my life. Luv, Herbert.

SERVICES OFFERED

CLASSIFIEDS

Coflaga of Education Graduation
Breakfast Saturday, June 12 8
9 30 2nd Woo* Educ Btdp

bases.
PAGEL, making his first appearance since being recalled from the
minors, walked on a 3-1 pitch to force
Hayes home. Paul Boris walked Miguel Dilone to force a second run
across.
Reliever Ed Glynn, 1-0, was the
winner and Dan Spillner pitched a
scoreless ninth to record his fifth

vious high of 13 straight for the Minnesota franchise - set in 1961, the year
the club moved from Washington and is the longest in the majors this
season. The Twins have lost 18 of their
last 19 contests and 27 of 30.
With two out in the Cleveland
eighth, Von Hayes singled off Davis,
l-o. After Hayes stole second, Ron
Hassey was intentionally walked and
Jack Perconte also walked to load the

Uve Rock "n'Rol Tonight11 Longbranch Saloon presents STIGMA
Doors open 8 OO Dnnk specials all
night

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 A.M.
10:00 P.M.

Mrlzi To the beslest roomie possible
What do ya say we celebrate
want
lo go lo Ann Arbor. OSU. Wnght
Stale uptown the Lake or skiing
Take care m England. I'll see you in
CaMorma (don t forget our mom's
made us promise lo come back)" Luv
ya always Joyce

1-800 438 3550

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE' Com
putetized service Free nfo Write
Academic Financial Services. Dept
A 6. PO Bon 2621 Athens. Oh
45701 (send your aunwnar addreaa)

Rally for tha Equal FUghta Amrtwndmant n Spr<ngf>ald. Mhiots. Sun June
0. For mlo about trariaportaftona. cal
362-7186

Lost or taken by mtatake from the
Counseling & Career Development
Center. 320 SS Bldg cream colored
short racket, size 13-14 Please
return No questions asked Reward1
372-2081

BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA PSI.
WHEN YOU LEAST EXPECT IT.
EXPECT IT!

luppotl Sonia Johnaon ft other*
hunger atrttera for the Equal Rights
Ammendment Rary at the Umon Oval.
Wed, June 2. 12 30

LOST Small leather change purse at
OX ROAST Please cal Ondi. 352
2130.
No quesliona asked
THANKS'

Cheryl Lee. Th-a year sure was fun*
Mytes. OVtos. Florida Softbal. late
nite munchrvg watermelons, nap
time and YOU" Thanks Love. Jim

PERSONAL

1

32 Channel marker
33
34
36
40

Creek
Periodic report
Traffic sounds
Presidential nickname
41 Most irascible

43 Front
44 Stewart or Joseph
of journalism

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

46 Specify
47 Outer Prefix
48 Hatfleld to McCoy
90 Chinese restaurant Item
52 Caters lo
56 Engraved aMx.

9
10
11
12
13

DOWN
Sound of merriment
Metal
Desirable transactions
Nonsense
Massive gathering
Soup staple
City on the Oonau
Established
centers
Precursor of MA's
Oriental VIP
Pleasant place
Opposite of 73
Across
Hen

19 Sharp
24 Beauty procedure

26 Naval vessels

1

52

52 Long-tailed flyers
53 Clerical Item

S7

1

4

7

M

"

«•

44

"I ■
.r
U

56 Economize

M
71

!='
"

i

»

1

|
72

Special Sale Irregulars. Ms. Lee st.
leg leans, rag. $27. NOW S1B.95H
Ms. Lee jackets, rag, 832.05— on
sale NOW for $22.95'!" JEANS—
N—THINGS. 531 Ridge St.
To all the women of Balchelder and
Ashley Halls: I woutd take to wish you
a safe and lun summer Your Thursday r*ght Night Guard
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
Lowest prices-Fast delivery
Call Tim or Jim 353-7011

ii

12

IS

FEMALE RMTE NEEDED
FOR 82-83 SCHOOL YEAR
CALL LINDA 372 191 1
M RMTE NEEDED WINTHROP
TERRACE APTS $125/MO POOL
AC. LAUNORY PH 2-1064. OUANE

1■ r
P

"

40

10

it

33

M

9
IS

"

Sigma Chis—The Brothers of SAE
would like to express our appreciation
lor the use of some of your stereo
equipment and tapes while ours were
indisposed Thanks you

1 -4 F lo sublease 3-bdrm . lum
House $65 mo plus uht S Summit
Cal ASAP 2-3374 2-6725. 26071. or 2-6127

S

l

20

Bowling Green's men's track team
completed the 1982 outdoor season by
scoring 10 points in the Central Collef;iate Conference meet at South Bend,
ndiana, Saturday.
Tom Graffice was the only Falcon
to place as high as fourth, taking that
position with a toss of 209-1 in the
Javelin.

F rmtes lor Summer Close to camPUS CALL IMMEDIATELY' 3525626--Jeenn»»

'
"

17

54 Bugler, In the
morning
55 Indian title

66 Oenotoglst's word

3

11

27 Before due, In
Rome
28 Killer whale
29 Lab Item
30 Collections of
data
31 Bombasts
35 Jump
37 Superimpose, in
away
38 Move to the runway
39 Elitist
42 Like a cloudy
night
45 Opposite of ne'er
49 Ovlnes
51 Turns aside

60 Musketeer's weapon
62 Der
63 "
we forget"
65 Stowe heroine

2

'I 1

F RMTE NEEDED FOR FALL 3BORM HOUSE OWN BORM Close
lo campus CALL MARY 353-7891

-

1 F. RMTE. NEEDEO FOR 12-43
SCH. YR. NICE FURN. APT. CALL
LOW 353-1355 OR kARYL 2-M20
RMTE. NEEDED FOR SUMMER
OWN SDRM RENT NEO.
352-8780 or PC MS 4442 ASAP

41
47

Need 1 or 2 people lo subset lum
apt lor '82'83 school year. 5 mm
wait to campus Reasonable rent
352-4044.

SI

1 F. RMTE. NEEDED FOR S2-S3
SCH. YR 2 BATHS DISHWASHER
Very close to campus. 362-3307

tt

l

5

■

Apt to sublet 2 person Furn FVet
St $250 ee -summer UN met Cal
362-2731

:

■
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"Jimmy Craig was going west and
crossed into the eastbound lane," said
Police Chief James F. Moran. "The
Toyota the girls were in was traveling
the proper lane."
Bob Woolf, an attorney and Craig's
agent, said Craig told him Sunday
that "he was driving on the right-hand
side of the road and the car was
coming right at him. He tried to
swerve to the left and the car
swerved, too."
Craig and Woolf had just spent four
days in California to talk about television job possibilities.
"EVERYTHING WAS SO upbeat,
so positive," Woolf said. "He's shook
as hell. He's really in tough shape.
What an awful turn of events."
Craig, a resident of North Easton
who lives here in the summer, could
not be reached for comment. The
Craig telephone number is unpublished.

IN THE WOMEN'S quarterfinals,
Martina Navratilova downed 18-yearold Zina Garrison, the 18-year-old
from Houston, Texas, who was making her professional debut, 6-3, 6-2,
and defending champion Hana Mandlikova of Czechoslovakia defeated
Tracy Austin 7-6, 6-7,6-2.
It was Austin's first tournament
since a five-month layoff after pinching a nerve in her back.
"Your body is not that strong when
he come back after such a long period," she said. "I just wish I could
have a practice tournament in which
results didn't matter - just one."
Garrison played some fine shots but
could not match Navratilova's experience.
"Of course I was nervous," the
young American said. "I was playing
one of the greatest players in the
world. Who wouldn't be nervous?"

Craig became a worldwide celebrity after he was pictured wrapped in
the American flag when the United
States defeated the favored Russian
team in the Olympic semifinal at
Lake Placid in 1980.
After his triumph with the Olympic
champions, Craig joined Atlanta in
the National Hockey League, then
moved to the Boston Bruins. He was
benched and later injured.
By last February, Craig was with
the Erie Blades of the minor American Hockey League and hospitalized
for two weeks with back spasms.
Police said Margaret F. Curry, 29,
of New Bedford, was killed in the
accident on Route 6 in rainy weather
at 11:50 p.m. Saturday. Police said
she was a passenger in an automobile
driven by Ingrid B. Olsen, 30, of
Westport, who was treated for injuries and discharged from the hospital.

Falcons end season on sour note

WANTED

1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate

Author Levin
Art equipment
Of a period
Crystallizes
Stir up
Student in Sedan
Currier's partner
Blasters'needs
Mass of glacial
Ice
72 Busy ones
73 Editor's word

POLICE IDENTIFIED Craig, 25,
as the driver of one car involved in the
collision. Two other women were injured, one critically, in the two-car
crash in this Buzzard Bay's town 10
miles northeast of New Bedford.

352-3004.

e

57
58
61
64
67
68
68
70
71

MATTAPOISETT, Mass. (AP) The police asked Wareham District
Court on Tuesday to issue two
charges, including motor vehicle
homicide, against former Olympic
hockey goalie Jim Craig in connection
with a fatal car accident.
Police Lt. James Santos, the investigating officer, said he asked for
charges of motor vehicle homicide
and operating to endanger in the
Saturday accident in which a woman
died.
The court's clerk-magistrate will
call a hearing in four to six weeks to
determine if there were sufficient
facts to issue the charges, Santos
said.

Fix your own car. Oarage space
with tools A equipment tor rent.
You Do It Oarage. Ph. 354-1624 or

ORDER YOUR '82-83
ALL-SPORTS PASS
TODAY AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL
TICKET OFFICE.

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Like the flag on
the Fourth
5 Garnets
9 Ancient tower
14 Slangy suffix
15 Joed, for one
16 Market place
17 Not give a
18 Escapes
20 Time
half
21 Avotre
22 Native: Suffix
23 Klndofiockey
25 Better protected
28 Eavesdrop

ent games," he said. "Lendl stayed at
the back and Gerulaitis was coming in
all the time. But my passing shots
went very well."

PARIS (AP) - Mats Wilander, the
17-year-old Swede, toppled Vitas Gerulaitis 6-3, 6-3, 4-6, 6-4 Tuesday in
another astonishing upset in the
French Open Tennis Championships.
Wilander, who had previously eliminated the favorite, Ivan Lendl,
moved into the semifinals amid feverish excitement on the center court of
the Roland Garros stadium. Gerulaitis was seeded fifth.
Wilander next meets fourth-seeded
Jose Luis Clerc of Argentina, who
outstroked Peter McNamara of Australia 6-2, 6-2, 6-2.

The Lakers scored the first six
points of the game on inside baskets
by Johnson, Kurt Rambis and AbdulJabbar before the 76ers came back to
tie it 8-4 with 8:08 left in the first
quarter on a layup by Cheeks.

points on 8-of-9 field goal shooting for
the Lakers. Jamaal Wilkes added 17
points and Bob McAdoo and Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar scored 14 apiece for Los
Angeles. All of McAdoo's points were
in the first half. For Philadelphia,
Julius Erving contributed 21 points
and Maurice Cheeks added 17.

Swede continues Open upsets

"I didn't have high expectations
Soine into the meet, BG coach Tom
'right said. "This meet's a little anticlimatic coming off the Conference
meet. We only took 15 people."
Southern Illinois University literally ran away with the meet, scoring
152 points. Eastern Michigan was

second with 137 points, while no other
team could score more than 60.
Jeff Martin completed his career at
BG by taking fifth in the 10,000-meter
run with a 31:41.0 clocking. Bryan
Malsam took BG's other fifth with a
time of 53.87 in the 400-meter intermediate hurdles.

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

ATTENTION Undergraduates Are
you sMI looking lor your summer
work'' Look no further' Nationally
known company interviewing students lor summer work program How
does $1240 per month average
sound? For interview appointment call

Attention women students—Room lor
rent with own bath in home ol BGSU
stall person Non-smoker ReasonabJe 352 0949 alter 5pm

354-2139.
Last change for a summer job Need
sharp, articulate students to work for
Society Corporation in your home
town Earn $3,000 and up Cash
scholarships available Must have
car Apply in person Town Room
Union Thurs . June 3 only at 12 16 12 46. 1.15- 1:4S.
LIFEGUARD - W SI
POSITIONS OPEN
CALL 372-4115

FOR SALE
Want privacy?...consider this
12.65 mobile home in Weston Lg
bdrm. at each end. bath at one end
H2 bam at the other Range, relrig
wesher'dryer $5,000-20* down
16 1/2% at State Savings Let your
rrnle help pay Cal Ruth Byler 823
3192 or John Newsove Really 352
6553
CAR FOR SALE
OLDSMOetLE 98 $500
CALL 372-4747 BETWEEN I -2 PM
1971 Chrysler Newport Runs good
New battery Good looking No rust.
Make otter 372-4747 [or 46551
1974 KAWASAKI 500 2-CYCLE 5
SPEED. FAIRING. STORAGE
COMPT MUST SELL, $$ FOR SUM
MER SCHOOL 2-3947 ASK FOR

JM
2 10-GALLON FISH TANKS
COMPLETE — MANY EXTRA'S
CALL Wed . Thurs . Fn , 362-8785
1974 VOLKSWAGON BEETLE
EXCELLENT CONOITION

$1.500 352-5943
For Sale: 10 speed bate, largo hrxsse
Wants. BIWTV andAl extension
■doer Can Pete 352-5351
Pentax K-IOOO (Body only) $85
Programmable Calculator. $45 Guitar music ICIasaical) 352-4970 after
9 pm
^^_
Sound design stereo (pass tape deck)
with speakers Needy new $200
ONO Kathleen O'Nea 352-3752
English Depl Maebox

WANTED 2 TO SUBLEASE APT
FORSMR 1-BORM.. AC.
NEAR CAMPUS 3620653 alter 4

Dual CS 504 Serm-automelic.
belt drive turntable with ADC - LM II
Cartridge $50 362-1416

1 M. mrte. desperately needed far
summer. Own room, turn. SlOOfmo.
For mere Into, please call Brian 352472S.

1974 WV Bug III looks > runs good
New brakes asking $1,895 Cal
287-3238 9 to 8 Alter 6 p m cal
287 3255

APARTMENTS
3-4 students
HOUSES
7-8 students
SINGLE ROOMS near campus 9 mo
leases Ph 352-7385
1982-83 school year
two bedroom apartments
NEWLOVE APTS 362-5620
FURN 2 BDRM HOUSE
FOR RENT 352-1032
AFTER 8 PM
SUMMER: 831 7lh St 2 bdrm
turn apts $300 tor entire summer
FALl:831 Seventh St
2 bdrm turn apts Set up lor 4
persons Owner turn al uts except
electricity
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
352-4553

Halt ol Houses lor 2-3-4 students
across from Kohl Hal House for
eight students Apia 3 or 4 students
Single rooms Al near campus 9
month leases Ph 362-7365
HOUSES available June 15 or August
26 Phone 352-7454. 9 to 4 pm
LampSghl Court a Charing Cross
Apts 1017 S Mam Ph 352-7245
Fum studio, lum 1 -bdrm a unturn
1 bdrm Grad students & Unrv personnel
^^^^^^^
LOW SUMMER RATES
•Houses
'2 bdrm apts
" 1 bdrm. apts
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
352-M20
SUMMER HOUSING
NEXT TO SAM B'S
CALL TOM SIM SOO a, 152^471
SUMMER RENTALS
Houses, apts . single rooms.
PHONE 352-7365
ROCK LEDGE MANOR Large, turn
2 bdrm luxury sola 2 tul baths.
Orahwasher. AC. cable vision, extra
doaet I storage space, laundry lac*
tie*, and atorage cages Al uH turn
except esac Now leasing lor las 860
Sixth St at S Colege
BOGGS REAL ESTATE
303 t 2 S MAIN ST
352-9467. 352-3841
OFFICE HOURS 113
Starting June 15. near carnpue, 2
bdrm. apt over garage, mosey fum.
Cat John Newsove Reel Estate 3626553

Summer :spt starting at $375 lor
entire Rummer Also single rooms <n
housen Ph 362 7365
SUMMER S FALL 2 bdrms turn
Close lo carnpue. adults only 3527315or 354 1091 atterSpm
1 A 2 bdrm apts
9 S 12 Mo leases Rales from $235
to $400 June S Sept vacancies

352-6985
SUBLEASE APT FOR PART
ORAUOF SUMMER. F . CHEAP
,
CALL 352-6984
THURSTON APTS
AIR COND
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE VISION.
EFFICIENCY
LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER
* FALL 451 THURSTON AVE 3525435
Fum 4 bdrm house Washer dryer,
central air. use ol pool Singles or
couples Cal 352-4458
FALL i SUMMER 2 BORM APTS
AVAIL Close to carnpue Cal MtO
AM MANOR 352-4380 alter 11 am
TWO BORM HOUSE NEAR UNTV
LEASE STARTS JUNE 1 $345/MO
PLUS UTIL CALL 3524287
ONE OR 2 BDRM APT
TO SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER
CALL 352-4004 (Marcos or Roger)
Apt lor rent tor summer Own bdrm
Own bath Pool. Price negotiable
CaHuts. 352-2710
2 BORM SEMIFURN APT
AVAILABLE SUMMER

362-2358
AL-LYN NORTH
S BLKS. TO CAMPUS. 2 BORM
CALL TOM 352-tSOO a 352-4171
Duplex—furnished for summer 4 lal
For 3. Lower duplex, rumiehed. summer a Ian lor 4 Phone 362-0839.
2 bdrm, fully lumlahed, A.C. apis
Available lor summer end/or school
yeer. Specially low rates Can 352
1313 otter 3 p.m.

1 SORM. APT*.
' Unlurrxehed
' Gas Heel
' 9 or 12 mo. leeae
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

352-5120
Cat baloro 4pm
laaj-ises
' Houeea
'2 bdrm apta
NEWLOVE MANAOEMENT
S42-SS20
I > 2 bdrm apta avaaaoie lor summer and/or IM rental Phone 3627464-9 to 4 pm
1
113 bdrm apta lumiehed or
unfurnished aval, summer 4 tal Res
see Phone 353-3856

